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Synopsis
Through ongoing research into students’ workflows and preferences, GLOBAL3 from 4LTR Press combines an easy-reference, paperback textbook with Chapter Review Cards, and an innovative online experience - all at an affordable price. New for this edition, students explore GLOBAL3 anywhere, anytime, and on most devices with GLOBAL Online! With the intuitive StudyBitsâ"¢ functionality, students study more effectively and can visually monitor their own progress. Coupled with straightforward course management, assessment, and analytics for instructors, GLOBAL3 with GLOBAL Online engages students of all generations and learning styles, and integrates seamlessly into your Global Business course.
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Customer Reviews
Get Ahead with PengÂ¢Â™s GLOBAL  View larger  View larger  View larger  View larger  View larger  Anytime, Anywhere with 4LTR Press Online. New 4LTR Press Online: Global Online allows easy exploration of GLOBAL3 anywhere, anytime - including on your device! Collect your notes and create StudyBits from interactive content as you go to remember what&amp;#039;s important. Then, either use preset study resources, or personalize the product through easy-to-use tags and filters to prioritize your study time. Make and review flashcards, review related content, connect with classmates and track your progress with Concept Tracker. Add in access to assignments and documents from your instructor, and you have everything you need in one place and always accessible! Shorter Chapters. Shorter chapters in a design that&amp;#039;s easy to
reference presents Global Business content in a more convenient and accessible style, complete with visuals to help you better recall the content. Tear-Out Review Cards. Tear-Out Review Cards at the back of the textbook provide a portable study tool containing all of the pertinent information you need for class and test preparation. Relevant Material. New cases examine the global expansion of today’s successful firms. Several new opening cases, closing cases, and In Focus cases feature familiar brands or firms, including Coca-Cola, Chiquita, Toyota, McDonald’s, Alibaba, Sriracha, Fiat/Chrysler, General Electric and Samsung.
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